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This �le quickly became known as ‘sharkmark’. It was deposited in a folder titled ‘wordmark’
and as with most odd things in this design process—most ‘magic’ things—that titling continued
to serve in my practice. 

This is a writing application. A writing and reading, but—a word-based application. You’ll see
my efforts at ‘item’ing or ‘icon’ing were...not disastrous, no—just ineffective. 



I began in that steady place where we all �nd it easiest to begin—

Where we left off.



Admittedly I loved what came of that little brainstorm. Nothing in the way of �nal images
but the ideas and the simplicity of understanding felt right.

So I �gured—I nailed it. I’ve got this little hand-drawn fellow. I’ll just vector him and turn
him into a hand-script logo. 

The i is way cool, huh? that little �ourish? I did a logo of similar ilk for my mom ages ago.
‘Dr. Kim’.

There were a few less letters there. 



OooOOoo a video. You’re the only person I continue to do these for.

I really must �gure out how to record so that it doesn’t slow my mouse speed— the comp
lag was enough that eventually this just became too sluggish, drawing like this, so you’ve
got what happened at origin.



The struggles, summarized:

- The ‘i’ was always what I based everything off of. It was the coolest letter I had.

- The ‘u’ and the ‘r’ in the drawing are weak and characterless. They remained so.

- I split them, I recombined them. 

- The ‘d’ was imposing. It had �ourish, but not an easy one to replicate on a computer
without it looking particularly manufactured.

- ‘o’s are never easy, because it’s like drawing a letter within a letter.  







I set it in colors so that I could start to see what a �nal product might look like. 

Something punchy.  





There’s something to it. It’s got a subtle 80’s vibe. Maybe I had Only God Forgives on the
brain when I went to color... 

if I was lucky.

The feedbacks I got were ‘subtle sexy curves’ and ‘could be a lingerie line’... 



 

Go in a new direction.

=



Okay, so maybe I didn’t start at the beginning. Maybe that’s the problem.

I started at my beginning. Not yours.





That’s the start, right? That’s where I need to �t in. 

Regardless of where you believe you �t into the design process, you make inherent subconscious
choices and it’d be a shame not to honor those. 

Not just a shame—you’d end up with a lingerie line logo.



You’re using Quatro Slab at the moment, which is a nice slab face, for your general text.

A lot of online ‘reading’ is heading this direction honestly, because it’s not a true serif font
which is where most non-digital reading is set—but it’s also not a sans-serif font ,which is getting
hmm... worn, maybe? by the digital community—everyone’s a touch sick of Arial and they
want to start seeing some ‘character’ again in their reading.

Slabs help the eyes break, same as serifs, when reading.

I tucked ‘Rockwell’ up there as a tentative �ll in for Quatro, for a logo.



Rockwell

A B C D E F G H I J K L M  
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz





Now, I know—the design of the site can and probably will change but there were some things
that really struck me immediately about this:

The density.

The power.

The straightforwardness.



These criteria jump at me because what’s essential at Discurs.io is a clean desk. 

A clean place to work. 

A place where the jitter and shake doesnt affect. 

And a place where frankly, the site itself takes backdrop to the text therein (else how can 
we demand the concentration we’re asking for on a reader’s part?)



So, I went to a straightforward icon too. 











Then I’m like—Eric, that ain’t a logo—that’s a multi-line illustration.

And you’re getting too un-simple. 

A logo *must* be legible at small sizes.





Is that too simple? 

Is that *surely* an ink bottle even? It could be a perfume or something.

Okay, add a quill..





Ehh... too old school. People use fountain pens now.

Not only that, the font was bugging me. Not crisp enough somehow. 

Too slabby.

It’s alright , but how about something more *Germanic*. 

How about:



Akzidenz-Grotesk Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz



You have to understand: I have been itching to dive towards minimalism, towards Bauhaus
for a long long time. If I were Swiss, if I’d studied across the sea.. most of my posters, most
of my makings would be left align, Akzidenz Grotesk, in thin columns and two colors. 

Guess I don’t know what’s stopped me. A want to make it all myself?







Something being lost there. Something something. 

Or something that needs to get lost.

Remember when I said my icon work just kept running adrift?—I just felt that all the renditions
I could do of this would keep me in the land of the concrete. And the text feels right. 

Erase, kern slightly, modify lightly. 











Save the icons for the website, etc. The wordmark will stand alone.



‘Thanks’ 


